1936 Engages
Bernie Collins
For Final Ball

The grand finale to the class of 1936 commencement program, the annual Formal Ball of the Colgate Club will be held this evening. Monday, June 22. Bernie Collins and his orchestra will furnish the music for the ball. Glenn Unger, vice-president of the class of 36, is general chairman of the event.

The Colgate Country Club as the scene of the dance will bring back memories of the class of 1931 which was also confessed. This year's dance is in the Assembly on the Albany Hall road, and will be opened by Dr. Fox, who will be called upon by the orchestra to take over the direction of the celebration.

Intelligence is nonessential evidence. Symmetry, loyalty, and cooperation follow on the members. None of the men will be bottomed off the future school teachers, too. Never are those two things added. Symmetry, loyalty, and cooperation follow on the members.

The vanguard will be provided. Glenn lingerer, business manager, will be in charge of the music for the ball. Glenn lingerer, business manager, will be in charge of the music for the ball.
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Frankly, some State students seem to avoid contacts outside of their own Greek organizations, "talking to the chaperones" especially difficult. Perhaps they feel the damage to their social reputations far outweighs the help because they are afraid of them.

Our clubs, which should be pleasing to the eye, may never be more than a figure of speech, would inaugurate a necessary step in the development of the community, and perhaps help because they are afraid of them.
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TAKE THAT! - And a College of the City of New York freshman gives a vicious jab to a sophomore during the class rush that the first-year class won decisively.

MEDLEY runner Jack Wollf of Manhattan College passes the baton to Edgar Bock during the Penn Relays distance medley won by Manhattan.

BRAVING A BARRAGE of overripe fruit and eggs, law student Steve Millhouse explains his "Millhouse Project" at a West Virginia University mass meeting. The project asks for a governmental grubstake of $1,000 for college seniors to start them in business.

STRATOSPHERE FLIGHT of this balloon from the Swarthmore College football field was delayed when a sharp gust of wind ripped a hole in the fragile material. The flight was to gather cosmic ray data.

A STUDY IN STYLE - A Speed Graph of the form that won the Penn Relays hammer throw championship for Anton Kahan of Bates College for the second year in succession.
Olympic Games Tableau at Occidental College

The annual quad recital of Esther Phillips, Mary Lou Carr and Martha Munoz.

FIRST RECORD of breaking the world record in the 100-yard dash in this 10-year-old record was made by Marc Allen of the University of Southern California. He was the first U.S. athlete to break the 10.0 second mark.

The annual quad recital of Esther Phillips, Mary Lou Carr and Martha Munoz.

GOOD IS GOOD AT IT — Water Field, University of Pittsburgh, captured the hop, skip and jump event at the Penn Relays.

HAZE BEACHAM, University of North Carolina, recently released a new picture picture because she wishes to graduate in June and continue her newspaper work.

North of Hall Moved to Tahiti

To Escape the Dollar

A FEW YEARS before the United States entered the World War, James Norman Hall and Charles Nordhoff spent occasional vacations in the South American countries. This was not enough to make them famous, but living. Only Nordhoff wanted to come at the time about living. In part was to be the first manufacturing business in California. James Norman Hall was the only business man Nordhoff ever owned.

He was a part owner of the Harvard University machine and had gone to Belgium with England's Free Navy. The Germans called him the "Beau Geste," and practically exiled him. Hall was an American General Corps, but he had, not to dismiss or college, but had kept himself alive in Paris.

He was a part owner of the Harvard University machine and had gone to Belgium with England's Free Navy. The Germans called him the "Beau Geste," and practically exiled him. Hall was an American General Corps, but he had, not to dismiss or college, but had kept himself alive in Paris.

Hall then used his business experience in California to go with a batch of American college men as an ambulance driver in the French Army. He was back home at the time shortly after this Hall and Nordhoff visited the famous English Leagues. Thus, they met.

They became two friends, and raised much money in England. The German prisoners were turned to the enemy. The Germans asked the Crisp and Gales. Hall was shot down over French territory in 1918.

After the war was over, the Crisp and Gales returned to France. He had been a part owner himself and had owned a gambler and read a good deal. James Norman Hall, the former, came to Boston.

James Norman Hall was the only business man Nordhoff ever owned.

In 1916 he was in the United States air service in France. Nordhoff and Hall became fast friends, and risked death daily over the same time shortly after this Hall and Nordhoff joined the famous Escadrille Lafayette. Thus, they met, and Nordhoff in 1916 gave up business in California to go with a batch of American college men as an ambulance driver in the French Army. Hall then used his business experience in California to go with a batch of American college men as an ambulance driver in the French Army. He was back home at the time shortly after this Hall and Nordhoff visited the famous English Leagues. Thus, they met.
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Historic Harvard Celebrates 3936

As Does All U.S. Higher Education

On Eve of Its 300th Birthday

May 30, 1936

Though the University of Virginia was the first to use the name "University" in the United States in 1819, the Harvard University, established by a charter from the General Court of Massachusetts in 1636, is the nation's oldest institution of higher education.

An early account of the college is available in the book "History of Harvard University" by Richard F. Burton. The college was founded on September 7, 1636, at Cambridge, Massachusetts.

The brick ovens which were used to cook food for Harvard students in 1765 were unearthed last month in the basement of Harvard College Library. The ovens were discovered during a renovation of the building.

The Overseers of Harvard University control the educational and financial policies of the institution. They are elected by the alumni and serve for six years.

The annual Harvard meeting of the Overseers was held on September 14, 1642. The meeting was attended by William, Lord the one thousand nine hundred and sixty-sixth, and the Tercentenary, 1936, and it is not a statue of John Harvard.
Columbia University

Punished in 1935 at King's College, New York City's most cosmopolitan campus, for some offense against Columbia College, Harvard College, and Benning College. It insisted on removing the word "alumni" from its local newspaper for the year 1935.

America's Farthest North University

The University of Alaska campus is the farthest north in the United States, located in Fairbanks. The university is home to a diverse student body and offers a range of academic programs across various disciplines.

Oklahoma A & M University

Oklahoma A & M University is a land-grant university located in Stillwater. It is known for its strong agricultural programs and was originally established as a Normal School.

PRINCE ALBERT

Prince Albert is a city in Saskatchewan, Canada, known for its rich history and cultural heritage. The image features a promotional advertisement for the Prince Albert tobacco brand.
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SMOKES TO PUPPETS OF P A AT OUR STORE

Serves 1000 cigarettes/Albert if you don't find the satisfaction, return them within 30 days, receive a full refund. No questions asked. No exchanges.

PRINCE ALBERT TOBACCO COMPANY

Winston-Salem, North Carolina

A STORNY GENERAL: Bureau Chief, General Motors

Astor is a prominent figure in the automotive industry, known for his leadership roles at General Motors and his contributions to the automotive world.

Mcнут of the Republican Club

The Republican Club is a political organization that supports the principles of the Republican Party. It is associated with the University of North Carolina and other collegiate institutions.
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MAN-MADE lightning, erratic and destructive when untamed, but a valuable servant to humanity when controlled, is being put to work in the interests of science by Dr. Joseph S. Carroll and his assistants within the black walls of Stanford University's isolated High-Voltage Laboratory. There lightning is being used to develop devices for the protection of high voltage lines, ways and means of making conductors that will carry 287,000 volts a distance of 275 miles. COLLEGIATE DIGEST presents here unusual photos of lightning taken in the Harris J. Ryan High-Voltage Laboratory.

A giant lightning arc created by many hundreds of thousands of volts.

These are the meter sphere gaps and transformers that can measure up to a million volts.

These Students Teach Themselves

A COLLEGE class which lasts four hours at one sitting sounds like a heavy dose. Yet the students majoring in psychology at Colgate University, to per cent of the upper classes, take their seminars in this half-day dosage every week of their last two years of college—and they do all of the teaching themselves, and like it! Under the direction of famed research man Dr. Donald A. Laird, the students prepare, lead, and present their own discussions—but he does have to do a bit of refereeing when the arguments get too hot. COLLEGIATE DIGEST presents here in "picture and paragraph" some of the unusual features of these seminars.

These six smiling beauties from Drake University were chosen as a court of honor for the Drake relay queen, Jane Phelps of Northwestern. They represent Kappa Kappa Gamma, Kappa Alpha Theta, Delta Gamma and Chi Omega sororities.

A 287,000-volt bolt of man-made lightning. The man at the right indicates the height of this bolt.

I VING PAINTINGS portraying characters in works of art that are world-renowned were created by Wellesley College undergraduates for a special art program.
Saints State: Netmen To Meet Vermont Today

The baseball team will travel to the University of Vermont in a game that will be played on Saturday, April 17. Both teams have notched impressive records so far this season and are expected to provide a competitive encounter. The Saints, coached by W. I. Dworick, have been particularly strong in their batting and pitching, while Vermont shows a well-rounded team with threats in both areas.

Goodbye To Leave College Faculty

Dr. Elliott H. Hilderbrand, president of the college, has announced his intention to resign on June 30. Hilderbrand has been associated with the college for 27 years and has seen it through numerous changes and developments. The search for his successor is already underway, and the college community looks forward to its next leader.

Company To Buy Used Text Books

A representative of Barnes and Noble Booksellers called to announce that the firm's book store at the office will continue to offer a large selection of used text books at a lower cost. The move is expected to benefit students looking for affordable options.

INDUCTS OFFICERS

At the annual meeting of the Student Council, the following officers were inducted: President, R. W. Thompson; Vice President, J. M. Smith; Secretary, E. M. Johnson; Treasurer, J. H. Miller.

State Concludes Most Extensive Sports Season of Recent Years

The spring sports season has come to a close, marking the end of a successful year for the college's athletic teams. The basketball team, led by W. I. Dworick, won numerous games, while the track and field team excelled in both individual and relay events. The academic community also supported the athletes, contributing to a supportive and energetic atmosphere.

SPORTS LINE

Athy's are few; thus, we will offer only suggestions of diamond destinations. Our dear minor pet on the back for having his nose run over by H. I. have moved up to the number two position, thus being considered for the starting line-up. The coaches have been impressed with the performance of the freshmen, and it is likely that one of them may be moved up to the varsity. The team has been training hard and is expected to perform well in their upcoming games.

St. Michael's On Ridgedale Diamond

The baseball team will play St. Michael's at Ridgedale Park tomorrow at 3:00 o'clock in the final game of their season. This game concludes a series of eight games against some of the strongest teams in the league. St. Michael's, coached by T. R. Keogh, has been a tough competitor, and the game promises to be a thrilling one.

Errors were still a prominent feature in last week's game against the Barons. Some players had a difficult time adjusting to the fast pace of the game, but overall, the team's performance was satisfactory. The errors were due to a lack of communication and a failure to cover all positions on the field.

The doubles are clear. East, Michaels comes to town. Since Norwich has bowed out of the tournament, the final round will be played. The winners of the tournament will be announced shortly.

The freshman emerged victorious in the second game of the doubleheader, winning 3-2. Frenshman, John J. Hines, scored the decisive run, and pitchers, John J. Hines, were outstanding. The team is now in good shape for the remainder of the season.

McKinnon captures the match against Wabash. This was a close game, with McKinnon barely holding on to win. The team is looking forward to the upcoming season with optimism.

The track team is not an expensive proposition. Under Coach W. J. Thompson's leadership, the track team has developed a strong program. The team has excelled in sprints, jumps, and throws, and is ready for the upcoming meet.

The softball team will continue their season, aiming for success in the conference. The team has been practicing hard and is expected to perform well in their upcoming games.

Freshman Win; Softball League Will Continue

The softball team won a close game against the Barons, 2-1. This was a hard-fought game, with both teams showing strong performances. The team is on a roll and is looking forward to the rest of the season.

Macklin To Head Graduate Bureau

The graduate students of State have elected Thomas M. Macklin to head the graduate bureau. Macklin has been a respected member of the student body and is well-qualified for the position. The graduate bureau will continue to support the students and provide a platform for academic and social events.
Annual Alumni Dinner To Be Conducted Saturday, June 20

The Alumni association will host its annual Alumni Dinner, June 20, 1936, 11:30, with the Torch Eight Procession of Honor in attendance. Registration starts at 10:00 and breakfast will be served at 10:15. The afternoon program will begin at 1:00.

The alumni association will announce its officers and report on the activities of the past year, who is retiring this year. The toastmaster will be President and Mrs. Brubner present the toast in honor of the alumni association.

The evening program will begin at 7:00, with a special feature being the induction of the Class of 1936, with Glenn Nestor, class president, as the class representative. The program will include the Torch Song, the Senior Toast, and the Torch Song, with the Class Day events at the conclusion of the evening.